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Grand Theft Auto V [DLC]Grand Theft Auto Online [DLC] $725,000 (Legendary Motorsport) Banshee (needle) Vacca (dial texture) • Sport• Rich Car• No Broken Down Scenario• Count as Facebook Driven• Has internal accessories • No (Original version)• Yes (Enhanced version, Pre-modified) Believe that the other 99% know that you're on a vehicle without
laughing at yourself, you're a taj loud, brash, in-your-face supercar from Pegassi. Crazy fast with a high-tech interior, that's as close as you can get to a fighter jet on wheels. The only thing that goes faster than 0-60 on this bad guy is your insurance premium. It's a legendary description of motorsport. Pegassi Zentorno is a two-door hypermotor located in
Grand Theft Auto V and Grand Theft Auto Online as part of The High Life Update. The Design Grand Theft Auto V Zentorno is heavily based on the Lamborghini Sesto Elemento, which includes the entire shape, hexagonal blows in the back of the car, double roof scoops and triangular openings on the bonnet. The car's default color scheme, when it was
made up in a singleplayer garage, also resembles the distinctive carbon fiber colors and red colours of the Sesto Element. The anterior fascia, the greenhouse, the rear difazer, the side fans and the grille are similar to that of the Lamborghini Venen. In addition, the car can be customized with a unique spoiler very reminiscent of this on a Lamborghini Veneno.
The headlights are based on the 2015 Acura NSX concept. The A-pillar car can be based on a Lamborghini Huracán. The back fascia is largely based on the Sesto Element, while taking elements from the Venen. The side of the car and tail lights come from the Lamborghini Aventador. Zentorno is designed as an exotic high performance vehicle, with very
aggressive styling cues and a low, oblique body for added aerodynamic effects. At the front end is largely dominated by numerous entries, separated by carbon fibre frames. The lid cover area has four small entries in the middle and two triangular-shaped details above the carbon fiber content of the near windscreen bottle. The front area has two headlamps
located in black housings, as well as the manufacturer's emblem, which is located between the lights. On the side of the car is his aerodynamic profile, which has concive details above the wings and vertical inputs on the rear buffers. There are carbon fibre plates in the greenhouse. There are two small entries on the roof leading to the engine. At the back of
the car is dominated by carbon fibre elements, which are bumper, difazator and separation at the rear openings. On the top side, a set of red LED lines can be seen, with the name of the car embodied in the chrome letters between these lights and two hexagonal exhaust tubes. The engine bay area has two types of six six-hole openings in the middle, small
openings on the behind the compartment of the cab and two more openings above the rear tail lamps completed in carbon fibre. Like Infernus, Zentor's door has a mass. But they don't spin away from the body of the vehicle, which gives it realistic mechanics. The car is painted in primary colour for the body, and the secondary colour is applied to the front
bumper, the triangular-shaped detail on the cover cover, the lines seen on the vents and around the hexagonal vents on the motor bay, and the edge of the rear of the bumper. The stock wheels have 10-point rims with ingiles at the ends and darker colours, while the tyres have a detail that matches the secondary colour. Current Design Gallery Performance
Grand Theft Auto V Surprisingly, Zentorno is highly competitive with high-end supercars such as RE-7B and Tempesta around the normal circuit due to its exceptional turn speed. It can also reach quite high speeds, making it faster than the XF, Turismo R, Infernus and Cheetah entities. The zentorn hybrid engine delivers incredibly smooth and alarmingly fast
acceleration. In fact, the basic stats of the car that is the fastest accelerating supercar in the game (possibly on par with Voltic). The car has an unstoppable suspension, which is about the same if not lower than the competitive level, and because it is so close to the ground, the car cannot climb the stairs (both forward and backward) and can very easily turn
even when colliding with the pavements.  The handling of the vehicle is extremely responsive as it can take corners at high speeds due to lower suspension and good weight distribution. But because of a car that has such delicate handling, the deficit can become more than a benefit for people who use the keyboard as it will turn to 100% power. A high-
output engine can also become difficult to control for inexperienced drivers. The vehicle has a very minimal overpower, but due to the power of handling it it can still rotate, but it does not always lose too easy control. Zentor's grip can also become a major problem when driving on unusual roads, if two or more wheels rise off the ground (even for a second),
one (or more wheels) will still have a switch so strong from the ground that the car will enter the spin. However, the placement of the four-wheel drive reduces the risk of doing so, and is usually corrected back into the driving forward, picking up speed on the way. The website states that Zentorno is powered by a 6.8-liter V12 engine that produces 750HP,
which is somewhat reflected in the number of hexagonal blows on the back (similar to how the Elemento is powered by a V10 engine and has exactly ten hexagonal blows). GTA In Overview Vehicle Statistics - Grand Theft Auto V Acceleration(0-60 mph in Seconds) Top Speed(mph/kmh) Gear Engine Drivetrain(FWD/RWD/AWD) Mass(kg/lbs) Fuel TankSize
(liter) [?] N/A 99 / 159 6 N/A AWD30% FWD70% RWD 1500 / 3307 65 Website Statements [?] / Badges 2.8 Seconds 213 / 342 N/A 6.8L 750HP V12 (Website) N/A N/A N/A Observed 3.2 Seconds 135 / 217 6 M4 AWD Cannot be observed Cannot be observed Rockstar Games Social Club Speed Acceleration Braking Traction Modifications Grand Theft Auto
V Category Modification Cost (GTA V) Cost (GTA Online) Image Armor No Armor $500 $1,000 Armor Upgrade 20% $2,500 $7,500 Armor Upgrade 40% $6,250 $12,000 Armor Upgrade 60% $10,000 $20,000 Armor Upgrade 80% $17,500 $35,000 Armor Upgrade 100% $25,000 $50,000 Brakes Stock Brakes $500 $1,000 Street Brakes $10,000 $20,000
Sport Brakes $13,500 $27,000 Race Brakes $17,500 $35,000 Chassis Stock Chassis $350 $700 Sideblades Primary Color $550 $1,100 Sideblades Secondary Color $675 $1,350 Engine EMS Upgrade , Level 1 $4,500 $9,000 EMS Upgrade, Level 2 $6,250 $12,500 EMS Upgrade, Level 3 $9,000 $18,000 EMS Upgrade, Level 4 $16,750 $33,500 Exhausts
Stock Exhaust $130 $260 Twin Bore Exhaust $375 $750 Hyper Exit Exhaust $899 $1,800 Twin Ellipse Exhaust $1,499 $3,000 Epic Ellipse Exhaust $4,770 $9,550 Explosives Ignition Bomb N/A $5,000 Remote Bomb N/A $7,500 Hoods Stock Hood $800 $1,600 Slippy Hood $1,500 $3,000 Street Stripe Hood $2,500 $5,000 Horns Main article: Los Santos
Customs/Horns - - Lights Headlights Stock Lights $300 $600 Xenon Lights $1,450 $7,500 Neon Kits Main article: Los Santos Customs/Lights - - Loss/Theft Prevention Tracker N/A Too Hot Full Coverage N/A Too Hot Plates Blue on White 1 $50 $200 Blue on White 2 $50 $200 Blue on White 3 $50 $200 Yellow on Blue $75 $300 Yellow on Black $150 $600
Respray Main article : Los Santos Customs/Respray Colors - - Sell Sell Vehicle N/A Too Hot Skirts Stock Skirts $1,250 $2,500 Street Skirt Primary Color $2,750 $5,500 Street Skirt Secondary Color $4,000 $8,000 Street Skirt Carbon $5,250 $10,500 Spoilers None $3,000 $6,000 Cruise Spoiler Primary Color $3,750 $7,050 Cruise Spoiler Secondary Color
$5,000 $10,000 Cruise Spoiler Carbon $6,500 $13,000 Street Spoiler Primary Color $7,000 $14,000 Street Spoiler Secondary Color $8,000 $16,000 Street Spoiler Carbon $8,500 $16,500 Racing Spoiler $9,000 $17,000 Transmission Stock Transmission $500 $1,000 Street Transmission $14,750 $29,500 Sports Transmission $16,250 $32,500 Race
Transmission $20,000 $40,000 Turbo None $2,500 $5,000 Turbo Tuning $12,500 $50,000 Wheels Main article: Los Santos Customs/Wheels - - Windows None $100 $500 Light Smoke $200 $1,500 Dark Smoke $450 $3,500 Limo $700 $5,000 Image Gallery Grand Theft Auto V Grand Theft Auto Online Special Variants This article or section refers to
enhanced version content in the Xbox One , PlayStation 4 in pc renditions za Grand Theft Auto V in/ali Grand Theft Auto Online, ki je odsoten v različicah Xbox 360 ali PlayStation 3. Za celoten seznam funkcij izboljšane različice programa Grand Car V, please look here. Moving Target Pre-modified versions of Zentorna can appear as randomly moving the
target vehicle in a freemode event, Moving Target, as part of an update of freemode events. The first and third seth can not be recreated in Los Santos Customs or any other mod shop as they have unique nobted secondary colors. Zentorno (1)*[1] File color Tint Window Set? Colors? Mod Kit Vehicle's pearlescent and wheel colors are randomly picking out
regular car car color sets. No No Mod Category Subcategory Mod Chassis Side Bottle Secondary Color Tanks Headlights Trim Nebula Roof Scoops Doors Roll-Cage Exhaust Hyper Output Exhaust Hood Street Stripe Hood Skirts Street Skirt Secondary Color Spoiler Street Spoiler Secondary Bicycle Rolling Angles GT Chrome (High End) Rear Hail Rubber
Zentorno (2) [2] File Color Set Colors? Mod Kit No Mod Category Subcategory Mod Exhaust Twin Exhaust Exhaust Skirts Street Wing Carbon Spoiler Racing Spoiler Wheels Carbon Cheetah R (High End) Rear Wheels Tires Zentorno (3)* [3] File Color Set Window Tint? Colors? Mod Kit Vehicle's pearlescent and wheel colors are randomly picking out regular
car car color sets. No No Mod Category Subcategory Mod Chassis Chassis Side Bottles Secondary Color Tanks Headlights Mist Roof Scoops Doors Roll-Cage Exhaust Hyper Output Exhaust Hood Street Comics Hood Spo Cruiler Cruise Spoiler Cruise Spoiler Carbon Wheels Wheels Supa Gee (High End) Rear corners Rubber NPC-Modified variant U
article i odelj is thought of enhanced version content in the Xbox One, PlayStation 4, I PC renditions of Grand Theft Auto V and/or Grand Theft Auto Online, it's missing on the Xbox 360 or PlayStation 3 versions. For a full list of features of the improved version of Grand Theft Auto V, see here. Business DLC Sports Modded Pre-modified versions of Zentorna
can be seen driving around Los Santos at random. Business DLC Sports Modded 1 has a unique primary color that is not available in Los Santos Customs, Beeker's Garage or any other store for mod vehicles. Both versions use the same modifications Both vehicles have identical wheels Both vehicles have a unique pearl color Business DLC Sports
Modded 1 File Color Set Window Tint? Colors? Mod Kit BUSINESS_DLC_SPORTS_MODDED_1 No No Mod Category Subcategory Mod Chassis Side bottles Secondary colored tanks Headps Foggy roof coupling doors Roll-Cage Exhaust Epic ellipses auspuh kapulets street comics wing street wing secondary bike spoiler racing spoiler rolling angles
shadow rear corners rubber business dlc sports modded 2 file set color window Colors? Mod Kit BUSINESS_DLC_SPORTS_MODDED_2 No No Category Subcategory Mod Chassis Chassis Side bottle Secondary color tanks Headps Foggy roof scoop scoops Roll-Cage Exhaust Epic Ellipse Exhaust Hood Street Stripe Skirts Street Skirt Secondary Color
Spoiler Racing Spoiler Wheels Shadow Rear Wheels Tires Los Santos Customs Modded Single Player As a random reproduction of modified Zentornos, two sets of Zentornos can reproduce outside Los Santos Carina, pre-modified. These are only re-licked in one player. Vehicles appear in set color sets with the same changes. They will not be reproducing
with any of the default additional components. These versions are called LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP and apply exactly the same changes and colors as the business DLC Sports Modded sets. Important performance in Grand Theft Auto Online Freemode Events Vehicle Cargo Missions This vehicle can be selected at random as a target middle-class
original vehicle from SecuroServ during the vehicle's cargo missions with one of three variants: W1NN1NG, 0LDN3WS and H3RO. This vehicle is classified as a mid-range vehicle. Zentorno W1NN1NG is part of the 4-vehicle Staten Metal Vehicle Cargo Collection. Locations Grand Theft Auto V Original version Available in each garage for all protagonists.
Scenarios (enhanced version) Zentorno is part of three vehicle models, LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP, BUSINESS_DLC_SPORTS_MODDED_1 and BUSINESS_DLC_SPORTS_MODDED_2. The first allows the heavily modified Zentornos, among many other modified cars, to reproduce outside Los Santos customs, as well as in other locations. The other
two allow Zentorn and other Business Update sports cars to be rem000 in certain locations, especially around the city. Only in GTA V. Business DLC Sports ModdedZentorno | Turismo R | Jester | Massacro Enhanced version you can buy from Legendary Motorsport for $725,000. Grand Theft Auto Online You can buy from Legendary Motorsport for
$725,000. Events Grand Theft Auto Online Changes Trivia General Default Radio Stations for Zentorno are Soulwax FM and FlyLo FM. Grand Theft Auto V Zentorno was one of several vehicles that were not originally licensed license plates. This would mean illegal use of the vehicle on the road. In an improved version of the game, Zentorno has a license
plate. Zentorno doesn't have a rearlight. This also applies to many other cars, such as Gauntlet and Vacca. Zentorno does not have an engine model because the rear engine compartment cover is impossible to open or remove. This also applies to both versions of The Rebels and other super cars, such as Specter. There are two asymmetric design controls
on the vehicle: there is clearly a missing part on the left side of the front gris. [20] This was patched, if only for an improved version, in the Lowriders: Custom Classics update. [21] Another asymmetric defect occurs on the back of the vehicle diphasator, in the left part, between the centre, and it still needs to be patched. the first element of the difazator has a
triangular section that is not present on the right side. It is only present in an improved version of the game and is not seen on the low-shelf model of the vehicle. [22] [23] Grand Theft Auto Online A Grand Theft Auto Online download screen can advertise Zentorno, but the description shows that it will be the envy of all your adder-driving friends who suggest
that this is a direct competition Adder. Bugs/Glitches Grand Theft Auto V Custom Hood modifications have a small dent on the passenger ridge, just above the right headlights. It seems to be a little modelling. References ↑ Case Zentorno 1.case joaat(zentorno): if (iVar0 == 0) { vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(network::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 0, 4, false);
vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(net::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 3, 1, false); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(net::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 4, 1, false); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(net::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 5, 1, false); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(net::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 7, 1, false); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(net::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 2 3, 8, false);
vehicle::set_vehicle_colours(net::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 27, 21); } ↑ ::set_vehicle_mod(network::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 0, 6, false); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(network::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 3, 2, incorrect); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(network::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 4, 0, incorrect); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(network::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2),
23, 18, false); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod_color_1(network::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 3, 0, 0); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod_color_2(network::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 3, 0); } ↑ Case Zentorno 3.else { vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(network::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 0, 2, false); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(net::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 4, 1, false);
vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(grid::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 5, 1, false); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(net::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 7, 1, false); vehicle::set_vehicle_mod(net::net_to_veh(Local_99.f_2), 23, 4, false); vehicle::set_vehicle_colours(net::net_to_veh(Local_99).f_2), 57, 21); } ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_EMPTY: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 00:00 -
24:00 X:-360.7370 Y:-126.6793 Z:37.7008 ↑ 1Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_EMPTY: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 00:00 - 24:00 X :-1151 Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 00:00 - 24:00 X:754.5844 Y:-1045.922 Z:24.29551 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 06:00 - 18:00
X:-1793.239 Y:-444.96 14 Z:41.19275 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 06:00 - 20:00 X:-39.322 Y:-730.261 Z:43.1686 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 10:00 - 16:00 X:431.6216 Y:-1006.717 Z:26.54068 Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: 12:00 - 00:00 X:-
196.8103 Y:254.7079 Z:91.25594 ↑ Ymap:WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 06:00 - 18:00 X:72.28709 Y:272.4458 Z:108.7645 ↑ Ymap:WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 10:00 - 18:00 X:-814.8768 Y:-76.69127 Z:36.88184 ↑ Ymap:WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO:
LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 07:00 - 15:00 X:-1670.535 Y:-539.3542 Z:34.29962 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 00:00 - 24:00 X:-1837.241 Y:4687.804 Z:56.04296 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: BUSINESS_DLC_SPORTS_MODDED_2: 18:00 - 04:00 X:-174.0495 Y:-605.0656 Z:31.42449 ↑
Ymap:WORLD_VEHICLE_EMPTY: BUSINESS_DLC_SPORTS_MODDED_2: 00:00 - 24:00 X:-356.3348 Y:-756.9199 Z:32.96842 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO : BUSINESS_DLC_SPORTS_MODDED_1: 09:00 - 05:00 X:212.3478 Y:-614.4495 Z:40.53717 ↑ ↑ ↑ Front asymmetry Zentorna (marked yellow) ↑ Vehicle after lowriders update:
Custom Classics. Observe the correct symmetry. ^ Zentor's rear diffuser asymmetry (marked red) ↑ Comparison of the low poly model (above) and the high poly model (bottom) of the back of the vehicle. Consider asymmetric differences (marked yellow). Deutsch Español Français Polski Русский Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless
otherwise stated. Noted.
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